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Profile 
I've been in the professional development scene since 2014, focusing mainly on Front-
end development. Over the years, I've had the chance to work with all sorts of 
companies, big and small. When it comes to projects, I'm a big fan of using JavaScript, 
especially within the Vue.js framework. A lot of what I do involves handling CRUD 
operations and tinkering with RESTful APIs. It's been an exciting journey! 

Experience 
FRONT-END DEVELOPER, SCALED-AGILE, ZÜRICH-SWITZERLAND, 07/2021-12/2021
APP: PIPLANNING.IO 

Piplanning. Io is a pi planning app that facilitates the safe (scaled agile framework) pi 
(program increment) planning process. The app aims to enhance communication and 
collaboration during planning sessions by providing a digital platform replicating the 
experience of using physical stickies and boards while minimizing automation to 
preserve the essence of human interaction and decision-making in the planning 
process. 

Used technologies: Vue.js, Vuex, Pinia,  axios, Vue Router, Typescript 

In my capacity, I designed and developed a range of views and components, 
integrating intricate logic for content filtering and introducing a novel authentication 
process. Additionally, I crafted engaging user interfaces with a strong focus on sticky 
interactions, ensuring a seamless and interactive experience. Throughout this process, I 
rigorously conducted unit and end-to-end testing to guarantee optimal functionality 
and user satisfaction. 

FRONT-END DEVELOPER, GRANDCENTRIX-VODAFONE, COLOGNE-GERMANY, 09/2021-09/2023 
APP: MODBUS CLOUD CONNECT 

The "all-in-one" product from one of the IoT world market leaders for direct connection 
of Modbus devices via Narrowband IoT & LTE-M to your cloud. 

Used technologies: Vue.js, Vuex, Pinia,  axios, Vue Router, Typescript 

Tasks and responsibilities: 
• created views and components
• implemented complex logic for content filtering
• proposed unique login process
• a lot of validation forms
• unit testing
• e2e testing



FRONT-END DEVELOPER, UNE SA, GENEVE-SWITZERLAND, 04/2017-10/2023 

Implement web apps, and landing pages from concept through deployment. 
Translate design team's UX wireframes and mockups into responsive, interactive 
features, using HTML/CSS and JavaScript 
Standardized all output with a new, responsive, mobile-first approach and strategy. 
Collaborate with designers and back-end developers to implement and improve 
features 
Ensuring high performance of applications 
Work with various JavaScript tools/technologies/frameworks such as Vue.js 
Continuously refactor and optimize the system to improve the efficiency and quality of 
the development cycles 

CO-FOUNDER, EGOTHIX CREATIVE STUDIO, PRISHTINE-KOSOVO, 02/2016-02/2023 

Add measurable accomplishments, such as sales growth, customer satisfaction, 
profitability increase, or others. 

FRONT-END DEVELOPER, TELEGRAFI, PRISHTINE-KOSOVO, 08/2016-12-/2016 

Created, maintained, and enforced front-end code and documentation standards 
Maintaining the websites(telegrafi. Com) using html css javascript 
Ensuring high performance of application 
Created email templates 

FRONT-END DEVELOPER, SPLASHDATA, PRISHTINE-KOSOVO, 01/2016-12/2016 

Developed UI part of the app  using HTML & CSS 
Develop and maintain the app using standard development tools 
Coordinated with team of UX designers to create new APP Content 
Resolved design issues through root cause analysis and performed data cleanups 
Utilized HTML, CSS, Javascript, SASS, Post-CSS, NPM and Git for password app 
manager development. 

LEAD & WEB / FRONT-END DEVELOPER, SPINPAGENCY & SCHWEIZERPUNKT, PRISHTINE - KOSOVA 
01/2015-01/2016 

Proven track record of being part of the successful delivery of projects life cycle: 
concept, design, build, deploy, test, release to app stores and support 

Design, build and deliver products across the full development lifecycle making use of 
the best processes and practices 

Work with the UI Designer on artistic digital design and provide animations, CSS, and 
final HTML output 



Education 
South East European Univeristy, Tetovo - North Macedonia — Computere Science, 
2010-2013 

Skills 
JavaScript, Vue.js, Typescript, HTML, CSS


